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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we determine an explicit isomorphism between the solution spaces 
of Berlekamp’s and Niederreiter’s algorithm for factoring polynomials over finite 
fields. This can be used for the implementation of a procedure combining the benefits 
of both methods. 
INTRODUCTION 
Factorizing polynomials over the finite field F(! is an important task in 
pure and applied algebra. Using standard methods, it always comes down to 
finding nontrivial factors of a separable polynomial, i.e. a polynomial f with 
no multiple roots in the algebraic closure EC,. In this case the classical 
algorithm of Berlekamp [l] transfers this problem to linear algebra by 
reducing it to the solution of linear equations. 
Recently, in [3, 41, N’ d le erreiter proposed a different linearization tech- 
nique, based on the analysis of certain differential equations in the field of 
rational functions Fq< X). His method has the following practical advantages: 
Unlike Berlekamp’s method, it works for polynomials with multiple roots in 
the same way as for separable ones (see [4]). It also reduces the cost of setting 
up the linear equations to be solved by providing generic patterns depending 
only on the degree of f. In particular, in characteristic 2 the algorithm of 
Niederreiter preserves sparsity in the sense that a sparse polynomial f leads 
to a sparse system of linear equations. These can be solved much faster than 
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general systems, using special techniques. Note that Berlekamp’s algorithm 
does not necessarily preserve sparsity. 
Suppose that f is square-free. In this case the solution space of 
Berlekamp’s algorithm has a nice and useful algebraic interpretation. In fact, 
several modifications and accelerations, mostly important for large fields, 
have been proposed that essentially use Berlekamp’s solutions (see Section 3). 
In this note we will show that after an easy transformation, the solution 
space of Niederreiter’s algorithm coincides with the one of Berlekamp’s (see 
corollary in Section 2). Hence an implementation of a combined procedure 
will inherit the advantages of both algorithms. 
1. THE DECOMPOSITION ALGEBRA OF A POLYNOMIAL 
Let Fq be the finite field with 4 elements. Throughout this discussion we 
fix a manic polynomial f E F [X] of degree d > 1. We will assume f to be 
square-free, or, in other won%, the greatest common divisor gcd(f,f’) of f 
and its derivative f’ will always be one. In this case the canonical factoriza- 
tion of f over F, looks like 
f= g1g‘2 ... gm 
with distinct irreducible manic polynomials gi E F,[ X]. 
Notice that since f is square-free, the algebra df := Fq[ X]/(f) is iso- 
morphic to the direct sum @,yl I F [ X]/(g,>, and each summand F,[ X ]/(g,) 
is isomorphic to an extension fiel cf , whose degree over F(, coincides with the 
degree of the polynomial gi. In particular we see that the algebra &f is 
semisimple. 
Due to the Chinese remainder theorem, there exists for each i E 
IL%..., m} a unique polynomial e, E Fg[ X] such that 
(a) the degree of e, is less than d, and 
(b) ei = 1 mod gi and e, = 0 mod g, for all j E {1,2, . , m) \ {il. 
The corresponding residue classes form the set {e, + (f>, e2 + (f>, . , 
e, + (f)} of p ‘t’ nmi ive orthogonal idempotents in x$, which is unique, since 
this algebra is commutative. 
A linear combination u = Cr! ici . ei with ci E Fq is a unit modulo f if 
and only if all the coefficients ci are different from zero. A nonzero linear 
combination v which does not give a unit in ““‘f clearly yields a nontrivial 
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divisor off if we compute gcd(v, f). Hence the problem of finding nontrivial 
factors and, eventually, the decomposition (1) of f, can be stated as follows: 
GOAL. Find, in an efficient way, the nonunits inside the subalgebra 
gf:=(e, + (f),ep + (f),...,e, + (f))~~ <Hf. 
For this reason we call ~3~ the decomposition algebra off. 
In the theory of Berlekamp’s algorithm one has the notion of f-reducing 
polynomials. These are polynomials h E F,[ X] with degree less then d, 
satisfying the equation f = n, E F4 gcd(h - c, f >. They can be characterized 
algebraically as follows: 
LEMMA. Let h E F,[ X] be a polynomial with degree less then d. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) h is an f-reducing polynomial; 
(2) hq - h = Omodf; 
(3) h is an element of gj. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is the classical starting point of 
Berlekamp’s algorithm. It follows from the factorization 
x4-x= nx-c, 
CEF” 
which yields h q 
Hence f divides 
- h = (X4 - Xl,=, = CIcEFX - &zh = ncEFqh - c. 
h q - h if and only if f = II, E 1: gcd( h - c, f >. 
Now suppose that h is f-reducing. Then for e;ch j E {1,2, , m} there 
is a unique cj E F4 such that g divides gcd(h - cj, f). Hence Cy! iciei = cj 
=hmodg.forallj.Sofdividesh-CT= 
less than d’ 
, lc, e,, and since the degree of h is 
, we conclude h = Z~zlcjei. On the other hand, each F,-linear 
combination XI”= iciei satisfies <Cy”= lciei)q = CT! 1(ci)4(ei)4 = 
Cr= lciei mod f. 
2. THE ALGORITHMS OF BERLEKAMP AND NIEDERREITER 
By Berlekamp’s algorithm, finding a basis for the decomposition algebra 
9f is reduced to the problem of computing the nullspace of a certain d X d 
matrix B - E over Fy (E is the identity matrix): 
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Observe that each polynomial g[ X] E F4[ X] satisfies 
69 = (%,l)k,IE{OJ ,..., d-1) is defined bY r qk = Cfriq, [x 
f[XlY = g[XYl. If 
mod f, then one 
can see immediately that the polynomial h = Cflih,x’ is in gf if and only 
if its row vector of coefficients h = (h,, h,, . . . , h,_ 1> satisfies ho d = h, or, 
if h is contained in the (left) nullspace of d - E. 
By the discussion above this nullspace must have dimension m; in 
particular, one can recognize irreducible polynomials if this dimension is one. 
In [3] Niederreiter proposed a new algorithm for factorizing polynomials 
over FP. Later he generalized this procedure to general finite fields F4 (see 
[4]). His method is also based on the computation of the kernel of a d X d 
matrix Af - E over F4, which at first glance does not seem to be related at all 
to the matrix & - E. Let us give a sketchy description of Niederreiter’s 
algorithm. 
The starting point in case q = p is the differential equation 
Y 
(p-1) + YP = () (2) 
of order p - 1 in the rational function field F,(X). In the general case of F4 
this is replaced by the differential equation 
fJW)( y) - y9 = 0. 
(3) 
Here HCk’ is the Hasse-Teichmdler derivative of the formal Laurent series 
over F4 in X-i, which is defined by 
H(‘)( ijsnX-j = ij ( in)s,X-““. 
The solutions of (2) and (3) form an Fg-subspace of F,(X) consisting of 
functions of degree < - 1. Niederreiter proved that the subspace of all 
those solutions having the form y = h/f with fixed denominator f and 
h E F,[ X ] coincides with the set 
For solutions of this type, the equations (2) and (3) can be rewritten in the 
form 
f9H(9V1) + = h9 
i 1 
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with polynomials of degree < (d - I)9 on both sides. Since these are 
polynomials in xv as well, a comparison of coefficients shows the equivalence 
of (2) and (3) with the equation 
(N- E)(h)’ = 0, (5) 
where h = (h,, . . , h,_ 1> is the row vector consisting of the coefficients of 
h, and Jf is a d X cl matrix over F(, depending on f and the quotient rules 
for the usual derivation if 9 = p or for H’q ‘1 in general. 
Since any solution h satisfies h = Cy= IcigiII,+ i gj G ci,,gi,) 
nj+ i,,6’ mod Go, building gcd(h, f> will yield nontrivial factors of f when- 
ever at feast one but not all of the ci’s are zero. We define “yr := {h E F,[ X ] 1 
deg h < deg f, f”H (V “(h/f) = hq), i.e. the F,-space of solutions of 
Niederreiter’s algorithm. 
An advantage of this method is that a generic pattern J? valid for a given 
degree cl can be produced in a precomputation using the quotient rules. 
From this the actual matrix JV will be obtained by inserting the coefficients of 
f (see [3] for some examples). Unlike this, the matrix & of Berlekamp’s 
algorithm has to be computed recursively and independently for each polyno- 
mial f. 
The following observation is the key to the connection between 
Berlekamp’s and Niederreiter’s methods: 
PROPOSITION. Let K be an arbitrary field, and g, h E K[ Xl polynomi- 
als such that deg h < deg g. Then the usual derivative and the Hasse- 
Teichmiiller derivative satisfy the following congruences: 
‘g ‘+I = ( - l)kk!h * (g’)” mod g: (6) 
Proof. Notice that ( )ck) = k! H”‘( ), so the second equation implies the 
first. It can also be derived directly using the quotient rule and induction on 
k. For the second equation we use the partial fraction decomposition of h/g 
and a lemma of Gijttfert on the Hasse-Teichmiiller derivative, stated in [4]. 
By Giittfert’s lemma we have 
H@‘@ _ a)-‘) = ir .(x _ a)-r-k. ( 1 
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Suppose_g = UIp E .(x - @Fa) is the factorization of g over an algebraic 
closure K, and R the set of roots of g. Then the partial fraction decomposi- 
tion of h/g is of the form 
with y( p, r) E i?. Hence 
Now we get 
H’k’(h/g) . gk+l = ,cR q y ) ( ‘y;;!+k g-(x - a)e(a)~(k+l) 
E r x 
z c y( ,+ p, r) . (x _ p)kMP)-l)+e(P)-r 
PER r=l 
x atE(P)( x - a)e(a).(k+l) 
e(P) 
E rFl ( ,p( p, r) . (x - ppQ-ll+e(P)-r 
x JcJx - a) e(Cl)‘(k+l) mod ( x _ p)e(fi). 
This is congruent to 0 mod(x - pY(P) if k and e( p) are greater than one, 
since then k[e( p) - l] - r = ke( /!I) - k - r 2 k + e(p) - k - t 2 0. If 
k = 1, it is congruent to -e(P)*y(P,e(P)).(x - /3)e(p)-1 x *, and if 
e(P) = 1 to 
. Y( P, 1) x *, 
modulo (X - p)‘(P), with * = [n,, A,IpJx - CZ)~(~)]~+‘. Notice also that 
= ( -qk. 
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In a similar way we get for the right hand side 
x e( /3)-(x - pp-l 
t rnp)(* - 4q 
xmod( x - pjecP’, 
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which is congruent to 0 mod (X - p> e(P) if k and e( p > are greater than one. 
If k = 1, it is congruent to e( /3)r( p, e(p)) * (X - p>e(p)-l x *, and if 
e(P)=ltoy(p,l)X *,modulo(x-P)“(P). W 
COROLLARY. 
b E F&X] b p 1 
Let f E F&X] be a square-free polynomial, and let a, 
e o ynomials satisfying the equation 1 = af’ + bf. Then multi- 
plication by a and reduction module f yields an isomorphism of vector spaces: 
Proof. The polynomial h is in Mf if and only if it has degree less then d 
and satisfies H(q- “(h/f) of” = hq. For each of these h we get (ah)’ E 
a’lH(4P1)(h/f)ef9 = aqh * (f’)9-’ = ah * (af’)v-l = ah mod f. Since multi- 
plication by a is invertible modulo f, we get an isomorphism of F,-vector 
spaces. n 
It is clear that polynomials a, b E F,[X] with 1 = af’ + bf can be 
obtained in the beginning of the procedure as a by-product of testing or 
reducing to separability by Euclid’s algorithm. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since the algorithms of Berlekamp and Niederreiter both produce a basis 
9 for the decomposition algebra gf, we want to recall briefly its use in 
actual implementations. 
If the field F 4 is small, one simply can compute all greatest common 
divisors gcd(b + c, g) for all c E Fq, 1 # b E 93’ and all proper factors g of 
f found in previous steps, to get eventually a full factorization, 
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If q is large, one can use a method of Zassenhaus to reduce the number 
of elements c E F4 for which gcd(b + c, f> has to be computed. Notice that 
the algebra 9f is isomorphic to m copies of Fq. Hence for each b E 9 the 
minimal polynomial mb of the element b + (f) ESPY over Fq splits into 
linear factors. The zeros z of rn{, are exactly those elements in Fq such that 
b - z + <f> is not a unit in L&~, thus yielding a nontrivial divisor off. This 
reduces the general factorization problem to the question how to find zeros 
of polynomials over F , 
P 
which are known to split into linear factors. 
For large fields o odd characteristic one can also adapt a very efficient 
probabilistic method, described by Cantor and Zassenhaus [2], to construct 
nonunits in ~8~. Suppose we have got a unit b ~-8~. Then the (q - 1)/2th 
power & of b mod f can be computed efficiently using repeated squares. As 
a linear combination of the idempctents e, + <f>, all coefficients of b are 1 
or - 1. Except in the case where b itself is 1 or - 1 mod f, we obtain the 
two coprime nonunits 6 + 1 and 6 - 1 in ~3~. [In fact i(& + 1) and 
i(6 - 1) are orthogonal idempotents.] Out of the q’” - 1 nonzero elements 
of LSf, only 2 X [(q - 1)/2]“’ will lead to & 1 mod f. Thus by choosing 
elements in ~8~ at random we succeed with a probability of 1 - i”- ‘(q - 
lW(q”’ - 1) > i for m > 1. (This procedure can be modified to work in 
the case were q is even; see [2]). 
Having found a nontrivial factorization f = fifi, we know Sf, = ~3~ + <ft > 
for i = 1 or 2. Thus to go on finding factors of J;, we do not have to compute 
LS~, by solving linear equations. Instead, reducing the elements of ~3~ modulo 
f; gives the same result (with linear dependencies). In particular, J; turns out 
to be irreducible if 9f consists of constants modulo fi. 
Notice that from this point on, calculations modulo different fi’s can be 
carried out independently, thus giving opportunity for parallel processing. 
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